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The writings were created from meditations on random days during the 
lock downs June 2020 to 2022. I was strongly advised to start them by 
my medium and meditation teacher. 

The journal entries tap in on my personal wisdom and some universal 
mysteries to be found in this most unprecedented time in human history.

The writings have encouraged me to believe that one day there will be a 
new millennium book and an honest archives for an awakened humanity 
all over this planet. When that day comes we will find out who we really are 
and have always been as a human species. By then we will have matured 
beyond what has been threatening to take away our humanity forever.

 
THE PROMISE 

Even as the hair from my face became a blackened match
I held it to my eyes and the flame of life reappeared at its tip
And as i held it to the light it became as brilliant as the sun of reality
Where-upon I was turned by some unseen force to face an ancient oriental 
man who said
“this is the beginning of the end…This is the war to end wars
This is the time when humankind will achieve their greatest point of 
spiritual maturity
And the true birth of the new millennium will have begun”
So indeed beneath me i saw a huge city rise at a right angle to my dimension
And on refocusing my vision i saw it emerged from a hole in the ground 
From where it had been hidden for so long
I watched this ancient secret spring to life in one second with all its twenty 
first century technology
I was outside of earth time joyous at our planets excellent balance of spirit 
mind and matter reunited
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